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Summary
The IST World Web portal (http://www.ist-world.org/) integrates information about RTD actors such as
organizations and experts on a local, national and European level and shows the context of their co-operation
in joint projects and publications. Although the portal is aimed at promoting RTD competencies in IST in the
New Member States (NMS) and Associate Candidate Countries (ACC), the long-term goal is to analyze the
competence map and collaboration diagrams of Europe. The portal is built on technology for Current Research Information Systems based on state-of-the-art knowledge technologies, techniques and tools that have
been developed by DFKI, Jozef Stefan Institute, and Ontotext. The portal is structured into the set of functionalities that represent personal and organizational competencies, expertise and social network analysis.
Moreover, the IST World portal will overcome the shortcomings of existing on-line services by offering
advanced analytical and prediction services and facilitate and foster the networking among research actors
and their involvement in joint RTD activities. In this paper the innovative IST World portal services are
presented from a user perspective.

1

Introduction

Most European countries collect and store their research information1 in national RTD2 repositories. This information is often spread across several regional or local repositories that are realized
with their proprietary encoding and structure. It is very difficult to get additional information
value out of multiple collections of RTD information, spread over several individual sources. By
integrating information from various sources into the integrated database that is based on the
CERIF standard, IST World offers possibilities to discover existing and potential competency and
collaboration networks. Furthermore, a lack of information about RTD competencies has been
identified in Europe particularly in the NMS and ACC countries, where the competencies are not
systematically gathered or are not known well enough. Therefore the consortia for research pro-
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An overview catalogue of available research information systems in European countries and worldwide is
maintained by the Royal Netherlands Academy of Arts and Sciences (KNAW). The catalogue is available at:
http://www.onderzoekinformatie.nl/en/oi/dris/search/
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jects are mostly built from the partners, that have been active in the previous projects while the
new, innovative, small to medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) cannot be found easily. The IST
World portal will provide access to currently hidden knowledge about European RTD competencies in IST by offering innovative functionalities to identify competence clusters and predict the
development dynamics. IST World is a Specific Support Action project, funded within the Sixth
Framework Programme of the Commission of the European Communities, which started in April
2005, with a duration of 30 month. The IST World portal is being realized with innovative techniques and tools developed in other previous and current research projects in which IST World
partners are active (Erbach et. al. 2005).

2

IST World Portal Services

The following IST World portal services that were build on top of a CERIF3-based data repository
are currently available: (1) complex search and navigation functionalities to retrieve relevant
information from the data repository, (2) automated analytical methods and visualization techniques to present the results. The analytic processes depend on the pre-defined sets of information. First, in a selection step the entities (organizations, experts, publications, projects) or subsets
of the entities that represent the target of interest are to be specified by making use of available
search and navigation functionalities. Second, in an analysis step one of the analytical methods is
applied upon the retrieved set of entities. The results are presented by advanced visualization
techniques.

2.1 Search and Navigation
Full text search is currently employed for all of the IST World entities, simple and advanced query
templates are available for organizations, projects, experts and publications. In the next step a
topic-based navigation interface for projects, experts and publications will be provided, based on
the Science part of the dmoz4 taxonomy.

2.1.1

Complex Full Text Search

A complex full text engine allows for simple or advanced search within the IST World repository.
By default the simple search is enabled to check the available entity values for query words. A
more advanced search allows for entity-based queries according to conjunctive constraints like
organisations that are located in Germany or projects that are funded in the 5th Framework Programme. The search results are presented in alphabetical order as hyperlinks pointing to the details of entity instances (Ferlež et. al. 2005). At the instances level a browsing or navigation to
related instances like in LT World (Jörg & Uszkoreit 2005) is implemented based on collaborative
graphs.
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Current European Research Information Format (CERIF)
The Open Directory Project (dmoz): http://www.dmoz.org/

2.1.2

Topic-based Navigation

A topic-driven navigation interface will be provided based on the Science part of the dmoz taxonomy, which includes most of the relevant scientific areas for IST World. Automatic procedures for
learning the classification of documents into the dmoz taxonomy were developed in previous
projects (Grobelnik & Mladenic 2005) and will be applied for the portal so that IST World instances will be aligned to corresponding dmoz classes.
A dmoz-driven navigation menu will provide access to topic-based instance selections, starting
from the dmoz Science node. A simple example (Figure 1) shows the topic enabled search user
interface.

Figure 1: dmoz-based Navigation Menu
Navigation will start from the Science node to deeper levels like Math. At each topic level, the
number of contained instances will be shown in dmoz way. A decision box to allow for inclusion
or non-inclusion of the class instances will be available. The navigation interface will allow for
additional keyword constraints.

2.2 Automated Analysis and Visualization Techniques
A variety of tools will be available to analyze and visualize search and navigation results. With
automated methods we will provide insight into current, past and partly to the future research
activities based on subset selections from the IST World information repository. The following
functionalities are planned to be implemented: Community Identification, Expertise Identification, Partner / Consortia Finder, Trend Identification and Forecasting.

2.2.1

Community Identification

The current community identification tool shows the social relations between IST World instances
using standard Social Network Analysis techniques (Mika 2005, Grobelnik & Mladenič 2002).
The results are visualized in a Collaboration Diagram (See Figure 2 + 3).

Figure 2: Collaborating Universities
in Germany

2.2.2

Figure 3: top 20% of Collaborating
Universities in Germany

Expertise Identification

The expertise identification tool presents a description of selected entities. Complex expertise
profiles provide users with an insight into the work, experience, and partly to the future ambitions
of selected subsets of entities or instances,. This functionality will be fully realized by implementing the Knowledge Map visualization and automated summarization techniques (see Figure 4).

Figure 4: Knowledge map showing researchers (red) and their expertise (blue)
The Knowledge map is produced using a state-of-the-art approach, combining text analysis, statistical and machine learning methods (Fortuna 2005). A Knowledge map is a two dimensional
graph of keywords together with frequencies of entities related to the displayed keywords. An

example of a knowledge map is presented in Figure 4. Knowledge or expertise of selected entity
subsets or instances are represented by displayed keywords, the frequencies of the selected entities are shown as hills in a landscape defined by text content.
The automated summarization tool generates a short keyword description based on a selected
set of text. Results are achieved using a simple word weighting scheme (Salton 1991) of all the
words inside of the text documents and displaying the ones with highest weight.

2.2.3

Partner / Consortia Identification

The partner / consortia identification tool will provide recommendations on optimum subsets of
IST World entities based on their expertise, past performance and/or trust (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Consortia Identification for projects on knowledge technologies and semantic search
from Project Intelligence (Grobelnik & Mladenic 2002)
The criteria for best subset selection will be entered by the user as a list of keywords. Results will
then be presented as an ordered list of entities, which best relate to the specified keywords. The
first version of the partner/consortia identification tool will use simple frequency of search keywords to produce the correct order of potential partners. An example of partner identification
analysis is displayed in Figure 5.

2.2.4

Trends Identification and Forecasting

The tool for trends identification and forecasting analysis will aim at finding relevant trends in
research and forecast future RTD activities based on the monitoring of the past and current research initiatives, project domains and achievements. The object of analysis will be specified in
the selection step by search and navigation of IST World entities. The identified trends will be
visually presented using time dependant graphs. An example of visualization is a diagram presenting theme evolution through time shown on Figure 6. The forecasting information in the IST
World portal will be induced and presented in the same way. Trends and forecasting functionality
will use advanced methods and techniques in the field of dynamic graph analysis (Leskovec et. al.
2005).

Figure 6: Visualization of trends of news topics from 1961 (Nowell et. al. 2001). [ThemeRiver©]

2.3 Portal Enhancements
Some of the services presented will only be available for registered users or members. In order to
organize and manage the different views and access rights, the IST World portal will employ
techniques for social trust networking. As IST World intends to take advantage of a warm welcome, a multilingual user interface in 14 languages is available.

2.3.1

Social Trust Network

To help users to build up their individual Social Trust Network the IST World portal will provide
web forms for user registration and profile updates. Moreover additional functionalities, similar to
existing services like LinkedIn5 or OpenBC6 will be implemented: (1) an invitation form for new
users (i.e. sending an email), (2) a form for issuing a request for linking with another already
registered user (sending an email and linking two users if request confirmed), (3) a form for requesting to share information across the trustful set of links (e.g. asking for information about the
user which is not directly linked to me).

2.3.2

Multilingual User Interfaces

The user interface of the IST World portal will be extended with the following languages: Bulgarian, Czech, Estonian, German, Greek, Hungarian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Polish, Romanian, Slovak,
Slovenian, Maltese, and Turkish. A translation of all contents is not considered, since people who
work in transnational environments need to have a good working knowledge of English.
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LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/
OpenBC: https://www.openbc.com/

3

IST World Repository

The services of the IST World portal will be offered on top of the IST World repository and thus
will depend on data input. Data will be provided by the consortium members in specified formats
(Jörg 2005), by the community via Web forms and from the Web by automated crawling. We
expect that the main source of data will be public databases.

3.1 Conceptual Baseline
The IST World portal needs a pragmatic view of the data as well as a powerful conceptual view.
We needed a basic version of the portal and an operational data store very early in the project. At
the same time we wanted to ensure that a deeper semantic analysis (Popov 2004) will be possible
at a later stage. Therefore, we decided to start with a combination of two data models:
•
•

Relational model – a detailed RDBMS schema and extension of the CERIF 2004 Full
Data Model.
Conceptual model – an ontology, allowing for proper conceptualization of the domain
and deeper analysis of the RDBMS data.

During these initial phase of the project the portal uses only the relational model, implemented in
a conventional RDBMS. Currently, the conceptual model (or ontology) is not operationally involved in the portal and is used only as a design guide and a base for developing a proper expertise modeling schema. Later, the ontology will be used in addition to a semantic repository for
properly integrating the RDBMS data (Kiryakov et. al. 2005).

3.2 Technological Baseline
The Common European Research Information Format (CERIF) was formerly developed under the
co-ordination of the European Commission to harmonize national Current Research Information
Systems (CRISs) within Europe and is now in the responsibility of euroCRIS7. CERIF is an open
set of guidelines prepared to deal with research information systems. More information on the
CERIF data model, history and relevant architectures can be found in (Asserson et. al 2002) and
(Jeffery 2004). A description of the main types of metadata and their application in CERIF-based
information systems is provided in (Jeffery 1999).
The IST World implementation uses a relevant subset of CERIF entities and their relationships
and follows the current CERIF practices in extending the data model. Database creation was facilitated by the use of SQL scripts8 provided by the CERIF task group and extended with additional entities and relationships.
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euroCRIS: http://www.eurocris.org/
CERIF SQL: http://www.eurocris.org/en/taskgroups/cerif/cerif2004/

CERIF Extensions:
To meet the necessary storage requirements for the repository and for the offered portal functionalities, extensions to the CERIF model were necessary to cover the following requirements:
•

to support the display of information on trends and the prediction of the state of European and national research activities

•

to support computer aided social networking.

•

to allow the user authentication

•

to allow the source identification

•

to store the content of publication documents and not only their metadata

The trends detection and prediction functionalities requires that the extended CERIF data model
stores additional data and meta-data on scientific publications and information. Moreover, the
functionality to support the provision of computer aided social networking enables users to search
and collaborate with existing social networks and requires that we address the issues of privacy,
trust and the interests of network members. All mentioned issues were input to the CERIF exstensions for IST World CERIF based data model that is specified and documented in (Kiryakov et. al.
2005, Ferlez 2005, Jörg et. al 2005)
The IST World Web portal is implemented using Microsoft’s Internet Information Server (IIS)
technology based on the latest Microsoft .NET v2.0 implementation framework. The Web page
design follows the ASP.NET programming framework recommendations. The IST World Repository is built using a MS SQL Server 2005 database running on a MS Windows 2003 Server using
a fast 64-bit computer hardware.

4

Conclusion and Future Work

We presented the innovative services of the IST World portal for RTD competences in IST, which
will be built on top of the IST World RTD competencies repository that is based on the CERIF
standard. Some functionalities are already implemented and available at http://www.istworld.org/. The full version of the portal will offer improvements in graph visualization so that
hyperlinked graph navigation to individual entities will be possible. We plan to enrich search
results with text snippets to indicate the relevance of individual results. An enhanced portal version is being prepared for February 2006. A full functionality of presented portal services is
planned for the summer 2006.
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